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Executive Summary

For cloud-based email, the benefits are clear:

Email-based attacks have long threatened
organizations of all sizes. And as more users
migrate to cloud-based “email as a service”
delivery models, so have the risks.

••

Cost savings – Cloud-based email service
can cost substantially less than maintaining
an email infrastructure.

••

Spread the costs over time – Companies
can avoid the up-front capital outlays of onpremise email infrastructure and spread their
expenses over time.

••

No upgrading, add-on installation, or
patching – IT teams can avoid mundane
maintenance tasks that take up time and
resources. They also avoid service outages
(both planned and unplanned) often
triggered by these tasks.

••

Operational focus – By not having to deploy
and maintain their own email infrastructure,
enterprises can reduce some labor costs and
focus on their core business.

••

Scalability and resource distribution – With
cloud-based email, organizations can more
easily scale resources as their needs change
and optimize how they balance mail traffic
and workloads across their network.

This paper shows how you can reap the benefits of
the cloud-based email solutions such as Microsoft
Office 365 without forfeiting security. It discusses
how FireEye helps reduce attacks to email-borne
security risks while preserving the benefits of
cloud-based email services

Introduction
It’s hard to imagine modern business without
email. In 2012 alone, firms sent an estimated 89
billion emails per day. And that total could rise to
more than 143 billion per day by 2017.1
A growing number of those are migrating to
internet-hosted email services as part of a
broader shift toward cloud computing.
This trend is transforming the economics
and technical underpinnings of email and
other IT functions. More than 72 percent of
businesses in a recent survey said they have
adopted software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions,
including email, up from just 13 percent in
2011.2 And more than 65 percent of those
surveyed said they planned to move some
portion of their business-critical IT processes
to the cloud in next 12–24 months. According
to Gartner, sales from cloud-based services are
poised to reach $250 billion by 2017.3
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These benefits are a big reason cloud-based email
is forecast to increase to more than 4.2 billion
accounts worldwide by 2017.4 Individual users
and small-to-medium-sized businesses (SMB)
have been the earliest adopters of cloud-based
email. But a growing number of mid-size and
larger enterprises are embracing the trend.
Microsoft’s Office 365 online offering has become
one of the top cloud-based email services.

Email Market 2012-2016, The Radicati Group.
North Bridge, Gigaom Research. “The Future of Cloud Computing Fourth Annual Survey” May 2014.
Gartner Forecast: IT Services, 2011-2017, 4Q13 Update
The Radicati Group. “Cloud Business and Consumer Email Market, 2013-2017” July 2013.
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Email in the cloud and
associated risks
While the move to cloud-based email offers
many benefits, it also poses significant risks. They
include sophisticated email-based attacks from
advanced persistent threat (APT) actors and
global cyber crime rings. These attacks typically
play out as multi-stage, coordinated efforts
targeting specific networks. And they represent
some of the most serious risks to private- and
public-sector entities—resulting in costly fixes,
disrupted business, stolen intellectual property,
and tarnished reputations.

“More than 95 percent of organizations
surveyed by FireEye experience at least
10 infections per week.”

Most of these attacks probe vulnerabilities unique
to a specific victim or class of victims, such as
banks, electric utilities, and the news media, for
example. And many exploit previously unknown
“zero-day” vulnerabilities. So they do not trigger
a response by standard signature-based security
products. Despite massive investments in
conventional security tools, more than 95 percent
of organizations surveyed by FireEye experience
at least 10 infections per week that evade these
defenses. Equally alarming: 80 percent of those
surveyed contract more than 100 new infections
each week.5
Email is one of the top threat vectors for advanced
attacks. The majority of targeted APT attacks
start with spear-phishing emails tailored to
specific prey. Spear phishing works by tricking
human recipients into letting malware into their
network, typically by opening an email attachment
or clicking on an URL loaded with malware.
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FireEye. “FireEye Advanced Threat Report—2H 2011.” August 2014.
Verizon. “2013 Data Breach Investigations Report.” May 2013.
Verizon. “2014 Data Breach Investigation Report.” April 2014.

Spear phishers are rarely lone hackers. According
to the 2013 Verizon Data Breach Investigations
Report, more than 95 percent of all attacks tied to
state-sponsored espionage used phishing email to
get a foothold in their victim’s systems.6 Infected
email attachments ranked as the No. 1 threat
vector for injecting malware into large networks.7
Cyber criminals use this tactic for one simple
reason: it works.

Stealthy and effective
These email-based attacks are effective because
standard defenses cannot stop them. Complex
tactics such as spear phishing easily evade
signature- and reputation-based tools. Attackers
scope out targets and their employees to craft
convincing emails— something that an actual
coworker or business partner might send. The
more credible the email, the more likely the
recipient will click the malicious URL or open the
weaponized attachment.
Spear phishers, like safecrackers, need to succeed
only once to compromise their victims. So spear
phishing emails can swim unseen in a sea of
hundreds of thousands of emails.
Standard spam filters cannot usually detect the
personalized, low-volume emails sent by spear
phishers. These spam filters look for the hallmarks
of traditional spam: high-volume mass mailings
from a single, disreputable server.
Companies and government agencies have
spent millions of dollars on security tools such as
next-generation firewalls, intrusion prevention
systems (IPS), anti-virus (AV) software,
and network gateways. And still, attackers
compromise targets almost at will. Standard
tools rely on URL blacklists and signatures to
detect and stop attacks. While these approaches
can detect some widely known threats, they are
blind to new malware variants, custom malware,
and previously unseen zero-day vulnerabilities.
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Moving email services to the cloud offers no
escape from these attackers. It doesn’t matter
whether a phishing email reaches its victim
through a local, on-premises server or through the
cloud. The ploy remains the same: trick a victim
into clicking a link or opening an attachment that
lets malware into a targeted system.

Securing Cloud-Based Email
Against Advanced Attacks
The FireEye Email Threat Prevention Cloud
combats today’s advanced email attacks and
traditional threats such as spam and viruses. The
subscription service provides complete cloudbased email protection powered by dynamic, realtime analysis and threat intelligence.
The FireEye Email Threat Prevention Cloud offers
all the protection of FireEye EX Series Email Threat
Prevention security platforms, only configured and
delivered as a cloud-based subscription.

The Email Threat Prevention Cloud leverages the
FireEye Multi-Vector Virtual Execution (MVX)
architecture. The MVX engine analyzes suspicious
attachments within multiple instrumented virtualmachine environments. It executes each attachment
within a cross-matrix of operating systems and
applications, including multiple web browsers
and plug-ins such as Adobe Reader and Flash.
This variety enables the MVX engine to detect
highly targeted malware, which sidesteps not just
conventional defenses but sandbox products that
emulate only the OS or a single system image.
Security teams can quarantine malicious emails to
delete them or analyze them further.
The FireEye Email Threat Prevention Cloud also
integrates with on-premise FireEye NX Series
platforms (see Figure 1). This combination helps
protect against blended attacks that play out over
multiple threat vectors such as email and web. It
also integrates with the FireEye Dynamic Threat
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Intelligence Cloud to share real-time threat
intelligence with other FireEye products and
services around the globe. With a full picture of
threats, security teams can connect the dots,
respond quickly, and stay ahead of new and fastchanging threats.

FireEye Complements Cloud
Email Services
The FireEye Email Threat Prevention Cloud
works with cloud-based email services such as

Microsoft Office 365 to consolidate traditional
and advanced security. By simply routing
incoming email messages to the Email Threat
Prevention Cloud, organizations like yours are
protected against a range of email-based attacks,
including viruses, spam, and advanced malware.
Incoming emails are analyzed and quarantined by
anti-spam and anti-virus engines to block known
and obvious threats. And more advanced threats
are analyzed by the FireEye MVX engine for
dynamic, real-time protection.

Figure 2:
FireEye Email Threat
Prevention Cloud and
cloud email integration

Here’s how the FireEye Email Threat Prevention
Cloud helps can help your security team:
••

••
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Deploys quickly and flexibly. Deploy in
active-protection mode by setting up the next
hop of the receiving message transfer agent
(MTA) to point to the FireEye cloud. Security
teams can also deploy in monitor-only mode
via a blind carbon copy (BCC:) rule.
Quarantines zero-day email attacks in
real time. In inline mode, you can quarantine
spear-phishing emails, identify recipients, and

block advanced attacks. These attacks often
include malicious file types that exploit zeroday and other unpatched vulnerabilities.
••

Integrates with the FireEye NX Series
Platform. Correlate threat intelligence
across multiple threat vectors to block
blended attacks in real time.

••

Enhances existing email-control
infrastructure. Augment existing email
products with easy integration with
mailbox deployments.
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Key benefits of the FireEye Email Threat
Prevention Cloud include:
••

Complete email security. Combat advanced
email attacks like spear-phishing along with
the traditional ones.

••

Instant return on investment. Deploy as a
cloud-based solution with no hardware or
software to install.

••

Operational efficiencies. Consolidate
traditional security and advanced
threat protection.

••

Easy management and full threat visibility.
An easy-to-use management portal provides
real-time alerts and reports.

••

Low cost of ownership. Reduce security
costs with a security model built to
complement cloud-based email delivery.

••

Compliance. Helps you comply with
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) Service Organization
Controls (SOC 2) Type 1 Certification for
Security and Confidentiality.

Conclusion
Organizations migrating cloud-based email
services such as Office 365 have new ways
to protect themselves from email-based
attacks. With a unique blend of technology,
intelligence, and expertise, the FireEye Email
Threat Prevention Cloud can help you combat
traditional email-based attacks (such as spam
and attached viruses) and advanced targeted
attacks. With FireEye, you can reap the benefits
of cloud-based services while keeping your most
valuable assets safe.

Many federal agencies and private
organizations lack the tools to proactively monitor
for zero-day exploits and associated callbacks.
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About FireEye
FireEye protects the most valuable assets in the world from
those who have them in their sights. Our combination of
technology, intelligence, and expertise—reinforced with the
most aggressive incident response team—helps eliminate
the impact of security breaches. With FireEye, you’ll detect
attacks as they happen. You’ll understand the risk these
attacks pose to your most valued assets. And you’ll have the
resources to quickly respond and resolve security incidents.
The FireEye Global Defense Community includes more than
3,100 customers across 67 countries, including over 200 of the
Fortune 500.

To learn more, visit http://www.fireeye.com
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